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Notes about this document:

Adlets are small images and text in the middle of the Homepage that can be used to highlight 
upcoming events or information on the Region or Club Microsite Homepage.  Up to three Adlets can 
be placed on the Homepage.  The small images show up on the page (about the middle) and when 
the user clicks on each one, the text that goes with the image pops up below. See the center section 
of Airstreamclub.org/Region 12 as an example.  I’ve used Adlets on this page to announce 
upcoming Region events.  Note that if you only have one Adlet, it all shows up, no popup.

Think of Adlets as a sales section…. Features and Benefits.  The feature is the event (the small image 
and title), the benefits are a brief summary of the event (the words you write about it that popup 
when you click the small image and title).  With each Adlet, there is capability of linking to another 
detail page.  

This document includes an overview (Anatomy) of the Adlets section, covers navigation to the 
sections of the Homepage for Adlets, and details the use of this tab for events or information.

https://airstreamclub.org/region12


Anatomy of 
Adlets

ICON images

Expanded ICON 
image

Each image is a separate Adlet, maximum 3 (depending on size of Adlet images)

Clicking on one ICON image brings up the Expanded ICON, the Expanded Title, the Copy section and 
(optional) a link button and another image

Expanded Title

Copy

BUTTON and 
Link text

An image can be added 
to be displayed at the 
bottom of the popup 

(not shown in sample)

Note:  If you choose to only 
put one Adlet on the page, 
the whole Adlet will show up, 
small image, expanded 
image, expanded title and the 
copy text.



Login to your Region or Club website as Administrator (contact ITC@airstreamclub.net if 
you need a login or to reset your password)

1. Click on Content.  This brings up a list of all the pages associated with your website.

2. Click on the Microsite Homepage (or the edit button at the far right of this line)



3. Click on the Toggle Adlets tab.

4. Start by clicking on the Add Benefits Adlet
Item button.

The image below and to the right are an example of the 
section you’ll fill in.

Don’t forget to:



5.  Add an image in the Expanded Icon section to be the one that will come up once the Adlet
is clicked. See the tutorial on Adding Images to the Microsite Homepage for how to add 
new images to the media library. 

6. Give the Adlet a Title (appears below the small 
image).

7. Either add a new image or use an existing one for 
the ICON image (small image).  This will be the 
one that is displayed to be clicked to access more 
details.

8. Put in an Expanded Title (will popup once the 
small image is clicked).

9. Write something in the Copy section.  

Don’t forget to:



10.  Optional – BUTTON - Copy/Paste or enter the link to the website that contains more 
details.  Enter Link text to appear on the button.

11.  Optional – Add an image  that will come up at the bottom of the popup.  The image 
size should be no more than about 300x300.

12.  To add another Adlet, click the                                     button.  This will bring up a new 
section for you to enter the information above.  You can have a maximum of 3 Adlets
on your page (fewer if images are larger).

Don’t forget to:


